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AGB introduces Opera iControl: lock and accessories for hotel doors 

that blends design, technological features, simplicity of management 

and easy installation.

Electronic lock for hotel doors
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The advantages of Opera iControl

DESIGN
Possibility to choose the handle

Minimal design of the lock

Magnetic latch with silent closing
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SECURITY
Twin Lock: automatic closing of the bolt

Anti-burglar security

Antipanic opening from inside the room

Mechanical emergency half cylinder for 

the manual door opening

Discover more
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Magnetic latch

The lock forend is minimal thanks to the magnetic latch

that disappears when the door is open.

Minimal perspective
We opened the door to the fi nest design research.

Every component of the system shows an innovative and minimal design.

Feel free to choose the handle

The possibility to choose the handle gives more chances to the 

door design: Opera iControl blends perfectly with every design 

style.

DESIGN

Opera iControl requires handles fi xed with through 

screws and grip integral with the rosette.
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Emergency
cylinder, one
more chance

Even in the electronic locks, the 

mechanical cylinder as a standard 

guarantees the manual door 

opening.

Antipanic lock
From inside the room, bolt and 

spring latch are instantly released 

by simply lowering the handle for 

the immediate door opening.

Twin Lock
The TWIN LOCK system protects 

the security of your room.

The magnetic latch  comes out 

when the sash leans against the 

frame and the automatic bolt  is 

activated ensuring the maximum 

antiburglar security.

The magnetic movement latch 

creates new silence standard when 

the door closes.

Automatic bolt as 
standard
The bolt is automatically released as 

soon as the door is closed.

It guarantees the maximum security 

to the guest who can forget to lock 

the door.

Antiburglar

strength

The bolt protects the room 

from break-in attempts with 

deftness or tools.

Shockproof

The particular manufacturing 

process of the sintered 

steel bolt guarantees great 

resistance to impacts.

SECURITY
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The perfect lock for hotels that have already 

installed an access control system

Compatible with any wall

reader system

Security, design and silence 

for the door

ELECTRONIC LOCK FOR HOTELSwww.operasmart.agb.it/
video-icontrol-eng
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Feel free to choose the handle.

Minimal forend of the lock and

the striker.

more DESIGN

The striker is the same both for

right and left doors, without wing.

The sintered steel bolt protects the 

room from break-in attempts.

Magnetic latch and automatic bolt

for full anti-burglar security.

The emergency mechanical half

cylinder guarantees the manual

door opening.

more SECURITY

Opera iControl works as an electric striker, 
but it also ensures: 

The perfect choice for any access 
control system (RMS)

Compatibility

Compatible with 
every wall reader 
system.

IR Connection

Data transmission 
to the lock by coded 
infrared ray.

reader of
third parties
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Why choosing an 

electronic lock?

Mechanical hotel lock 
with electric striker

Bolt and latch are always closed 

automatically to protect the door 

from break-in attempts (thief 

shoulders or tools burglary).

Better resistance against fi re.

There is no danger to leave the 

door open accidentally because 

of the hold-open device or the 

repeater.

No electrical sound during 

opening.

The door closes perfectly on 

gaskets improving the silence.

A light push is enough to close 

the door, without noise thanks 

to the magnetic movement of 

the latch.

Opening an hotel door has never 

been that easy: there is no latch 

pre-load.

The door doesn’t move when it 

is closed.

No manual bolt activation, as it 

is automatic.

more SECURITYmore SILENCE more COMFORT

Electronic lock for hotels
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The bolt sensor is available already 

pre-installed in kit or separately as 

an accessory. It allows the RMS 

(Room Management System) to 

know if the door is open or closed 

with the bolt.

This allows, for example, to 

communicate a possible break-in 

attempt in progress to the alarm 

system.

Striker with 
bolt sensor
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12÷24 V
AC / DC
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Lock and striker features

ADJUSTMENTS

(*)  Hole suitable for bushing 

diameter or through 

screws of handles.

Signal system

output

Impulse

Opera iControl requires handles fi xed with 

through screws and grip integral with the rosette.





Open, Close, Live

Alban Giacomo spa

Via A. De Gasperi, 75 

36060 Romano d’Ezzelino (VI) Italy

+39 0424 832 832

www.operasmart.agb.it 

operasmart@agb.it
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